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With the Nord Lead 3 Clavia takes Virtual Analog to the next level and introduces the Advanced

Subtractive Performance Synthesizer. Advanced Subtractive because of the extremely flexible sound

engine, featuring a combination of traditional shapable waveforms and a very intuitive 2 or 4 operator FM

engine. All this can be routed through the top quality multi filter for further shaping. 'Performance

Synthesizer' because of its unsurpassed user interface and play control functions such as keyboard hold,

parallel polyphonic glide in legato mode, single-key triggering of whole chords and even clusters of

slightly detuned voices for super-unison effects. Nord Lead sounds have been heard throughout your

favorite club hits from producers such as Timbaland, Lil Jon, Polow Da Don, Swizz Beatz and more.

Make hits just like them! **THIS IS A REASON REFILL TO BE USED WITH REASON 3.0 and up** This

refill is in Reason NN-XT format. This refill contains 139 patches that are compatible with Reason 3.0 and

4.0.These samples were taken straight from a Nord Module. These sounds were recorded and designed

by professional engineers using Pro Tools for the best sample quality available. These samples have

been processed with Waves processing tools and SSL compressors for more impact and presence in

your musical creations. Many drum libraries tend to have overused fx, have digital distortion and lack

clarity as well as the natural sounds that some of our favorite producers have come to rely on to make hit

after hit. Our samples are are carefully picked, recorded, and fully analyzed to ensure that they are clear

of any faults and have more live sounding feel which is credited to the drum sets, sound modules, and

samplers which are widely used by award winning producers. You will notice the difference once you

apply these sounds to your musical works and you will not regret it. HARDWARE & SOFTWARE

COMPATABILITY Propellerheads Reason 3.0 and up
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